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Supporting your child’s speech, language and communication at home 

Listening and Auditory Memory Games 
 

The following games are great for developing your child’s ability to focus their attention and listening, and 

to remember what they have heard. 

 

I went shopping 

 

• One person starts by saying, ‘I went shopping and I bought a … [names a food item]’  

• The second player says, ‘I went shopping and I bought …’ and repeats the first player’s item before 

adding their own.  

• The third player continues, saying the first two items before adding their own. And so on. See how 

many you can remember.  

 

A variation of this game is: ‘I went on holiday and I packed …’ 

 

Listening for words in a story 

 

• The adult will read a short story to the child, but beforehand the child is given a word (or words) to 

listen our for.  The child has to mark down every time they hear their word(s). 

• As a variation, the child can be given a prop to hold (eg an object, a puppet etc), so that when they hear 

their word(s) in the story, the child has to hold up their prop to indicate that they are listening.   

 

Instructions games 

 

Instruction games are great for developing listening and memory skills.  They can be played with objects in 

a room: 

 

• Give the child a sequence of directions where he has to place a given object in place, eg ‘Pick up the 

car, walk to the desk and put the car in the top drawer’. 

• Make the instructions harder/easier by: 

• Increasing/decreasing the number of steps to follow 

• Giving the instruction out of order (eg ‘before you get the hat, put the apple on the table’) 

• Using different prepositions, eg in, on, under, next to, behind, in front, between 

 

You can also play ‘barrier games’ where instructions are given for drawing or creating a picture: 

 

• Put a box or large book as a barrier, so that the child cannot see what the adult is doing. 

• The adult creates a picture and tells the child what they have done (ie gives them an instruction, eg 

‘draw the clown’s nose green’, ‘put the duck next to the big tree’) 

• The child has to follow the instructions to create the same picture 

• When the adult has finished their instructions, remove the barrier and compare the two pictures 

• Talk about which instructions the child was, and was not, able to follow. 

 

Some barrier game resources are provided below. 

 








































